iCue Pro™
#TX3200 two-way RF remote

Used with: H-ITT’s RF iCue Base

A complete, high quality state-of-the-art radio-frequency (RF) multi-digit LCD remote perfect for all applications where exact numeric (math functions) or exact text (spelling functions) are needed.

iCuePros have 20 keys capable of up to 20 character alpha and/or numeric responses as well as various math symbols. They can also operate in a simple Multiple Choice mode, Test mode (in-class paper based), Homework mode (assignments are saved in the remote and download during class) and a roster Screen Name Collection mode.

The iCuePro TX3200 is a multi-function, numeric/text remote with a high-resolution DOT matrix LCD display. Text input features include positive/negative numbers, fractions/mixed numbers and various mathematical symbols.

Dimensions: 4.75”x2”x .5”     Weight: 2.5 oz

Features:

- One button multiple choice answers
- In-class paper-based test mode - Supports self-paced individual testing
- Homework mode where assignments are saved and can be downloaded during class
- Numeric mode with a tolerance level for grading a range of responses
- Red /green indicator light – Confirms receipt of responses
- Various user preference set up modes
- 31 RF channels – Allows for multiple classroom setups without interference
- 200 feet signal range
- Requires two AAA batteries that will provide approximately one year of battery life with normal use

*Each remote has a unique ID number printed on the back, and also on a label underneath the battery door. This unique ID number is identified by H-ITT’s software and can easily be associated to a user through H-ITT’s roster building software.
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